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Britain’s factory-farmed lion shooting shame
●

Campaign to Ban Trophy Hunting reveals that Britain is one of a ‘Deadly
Dozen’ top nations killing the most lions on South Africa’s ‘canned hunting’
estates

●

It also reveals that trophy hunters from a staggering 48 countries killed over
500 “factory farmed” lions last year

●

It called on the U.K. to bring back an earlier government pledge to ban lion
trophy imports

The Campaign to Ban Trophy Hunting (CBTH) today called on the UK government to ban
the import of lion hunting trophies immediately following the Mail on Sunday’s front page
lead story about Lord Ashcroft’s ‘Operation Simba’.
The group revealed that Britain came 12th equal in an international ‘league table’ of trophy
hunters travelling to South Africa to shoot ‘factory-farmed’ lions.
It also said that lion shooting had become MORE popular with British big game hunters since
the killing of Cecil, and that the majority of lions killed by U.K. hunters are now shot in
enclosures in South African ‘canned hunting’ facilities.
Eduardo Gonçalves, founder of the Campaign to Ban Trophy Hunting, said:
““Britain should hang its head in shame over its role in this disgraceful industry. The
government promised to ban lion trophies after the Cecil scandal in 2015 but then reneged
on its pledge.
“Lion hunting is increasingly popular with British trophy hunters. More than half the lion
trophies imported into the UK over the past decade have come in since 2015 - the year Cecil
was killed in Zimbabwe.
“It’s time Michael Gove and the government took action to stop trophy imports and help bring
an end to this vile industry.
“Killing lions for fun isn’t just despicable, it’s disastrous for their survival. A staggering 10,000
lions have been killed by trophy hunters over the past decade - about half today’s total
remaining population. Lion poaching is on the up throughout southern Africa thanks to the
lion bone trade.

“Many people assume lion trophy hunting died out with colonialism when in fact it has been
growing in popularity. Lion trophy numbers went up 14% globally between 2006 to 2016.
“Trophy hunting industry groups like Safari Club International now promote sick schemes
such as the ‘African Big Five’ and the ‘Cats of the World’ prizes that actively encourage
hunters to bag a lion trophy. The more big cats you kill, the bigger the award.
“The lion factory-farming and canned hunting industry is the most despicable aspect of an
unconscionable industry. Lions are exploited from the very beginning, being taken away from
their mothers as cubs when just a few hours old so as to make their owners money from
tourists through cub-petting.
“Members of crime syndicates involved in the rhino horn trade are now dealing in lion bones
too, and South Africa’s government is happy to do business with them. While the US Dept of
State offers rewards of up to $1m for information leading to the dismantling of crime
syndicates involved in the rhino horn and lion bone trade, South Africa has issued Lion bone
export permits to people known to be involved in the rhino horn trade.
“South Africa, Vietnam and Lao PDR have become the hub of a murky new international
criminal network that rivals drugs, arms and human trafficking.”
“South Africa’s lion bone industry - which grew out of demand for a substitute for dwindling
tiger bones - is now fanning illegal trade in both lion and tiger bones. Tigers and ‘ligers’, as
well as lions, are being quietly bred in South Africa, and without any legal protections.
“Lion skeletons are sold to Chinese dealers in Durban or Johannesburg, then shipped to
Asia where the product, once boiled down and bottled, can fetch a market value exceeding
US $20,000.
“The South African government says it believes there are over 300 lion captive breeding
facilities, but even it doesn’t know. There is simply no oversight or controls. The government
there has simply ignored calls by its MPs to close down the industry.
“There are slaughterhouses in South Africa’s Free State Province that exist solely to kill lions
for their skeletons in order to sell into the tiger and lion bone trade in SE Asia. At least 400
lions were killed in Free State slaughterhouses in the last year.”
In December 2018, the Campaign to Ban trophy Hunting published an open letter signed by
Labour Leader Jeremy Corbyn and a number of major public figures and conservationists
calling for a ban on trophy imports:
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/dec/17/ban-imports-of-hunting-trophies-to-th
e-uk
Over 160 MPs of all parties have signed an Early Day Motion supporting a ban and calling
for an end to trophy hunting: https://edm.parliament.uk/early-day-motion/52304

The Campaign to Ban Trophy Hunting has previously revealed that Britain is one of the top
countries in the world for elephant trophy hunters and ivory imports.
It also revealed the identity of Malcolm King, the UK’s top big game hunter in recent times
and who has won some of the biggest prizes handed out by the international trophy hunting
industry.
It today revealed preliminary results of an ongoing investigation into the lion factory-farming
and canned hunting industry:
●
●
●

●
●
●

The number of lions in breeding farms is estimated to be between 6290-8000
animals, and could be as high as 12,000.
The number of lion skeletons exported from all of Africa to SE Asia between 2008-16
is estimated at just over 6000, of which nearly two-thirds were between 2014-6 alone.
Between 2014-7, South Africa exported nearly 3000 Lion skeletons, of which just
under half went to Lao PDR, over a third went to Vietnam, and a further 15% to
Thailand.
The airline that transported all lion bones to SE Asia in 2017 was Singapore Airlines.
Of 659 lions killed in South Africa by big game hunters of all nationalities in 2016, 535
(over 80%) were shot in captivity.
Over 90% - nearly 1,500 - of all lion trophies in 2016 came from South Africa. The
majority came from lion factory farming facilities.

Lion trophies imported into the UK over the past decade included whole lion bodies, skulls,
skins, feet, and rugs as well as mounted trophies.
ENDS
Note to editor: For further information see the report “Cecil Betrayed - Britain’s role in lion
trophy hunting and factory farming” (December 2018):
https://bantrophyhunting.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/cecil-betrayed.pdf

